Pearl River enjoys the advantage of controlling every aspect of piano production and manufacturing...thus passing significant savings on to the consumer. However, the advantage is not just a matter of controlling costs. The result is total quality assurance throughout. From cutting and curing the lumber to the proprietary design of intricate components, Pearl River has refined and in some cases defined the process of building a quality instrument, having patented many creative and state-of-the-art processes.

There are no short cuts. With over 60 years of experience in piano manufacturing, relentless innovation and high quality standards, Pearl River has become the world’s best selling piano and a respected leader in the industry.

**High Quality, Seasoned Hardwoods**

While others often use less costly woods — "select hardwoods"— in their "consumer grade" pianos, Pearl River uses only the best woods for each application in every piano we make. Our Grand Piano rims are made from Walnut, a dense hardwood that allows for our lower tension scale design. Lower tension scale design results in a warmer, richer tone and longer sustain, and is used in the world’s finest pianos. Our bridges and pinblocks are crafted from Rock Maple, our opened soundboards from close grained high quality Northern Spruce (100%). High quality woods are critical to high quality musical instruments, and Pearl River's expertise with quality woods shines in every model bearing our name.

**Wet Sand Cast Plates**

The plate is a foundation of a piano, the strength that supports the incredible tension placed on the instrument by its strings. Pearl River uses high quality "pig iron" which is melted in foundries and poured in wet sand molds. Some manufacturers only use this method in their most expensive models. We use this method for every piano we make. Wet sand cast plates provide more mass for strength, and do not produce undesirable harmonic feedback like "vacuum processed" plates. Wet sand cast plates are used in the world's finest pianos.

**Vertically Laminated Maple Bridges**

The bridge transfers sound from the strings to the soundboard and it is essential to reach the corners of the soundboard. The corners of the soundboard's sound produces tone, so the integrity of this bridge will affect the longevity and performance of our pianos. Our bridges are vertically laminated layers of maple, and are capped with solid maple wood. Vertically laminated bridges provide superior strength and durability, and are found on the world's finest pianos.

**Cut-Thread Tuning Pins**

Pearl River pianos use "cut-thread" tuning pins, a superior method to "stamping" the thread as some manufacturers do. "Cut-thread" tuning pins provide more precision and control to the technician, allowing for tighter and longer lasting tuning.

**Multi-Ply Hard Rock Maple Pinblocks**

The quality of a piano's pinblock will determine its tuning stability. Pearl River employs the best hard Rock Maple, arranged in layers of alternating grain designated to grip our nickel-plated tuning pins firmly and maintain tension. Our quality pinblocks mean that your piano will stay in tune longer.

**Multi-Step Finish Process**

Our Finish is applied in a process utilizing both UV and Static technologies. The result which begins with the base coat is a more durable, fade-resistant topcoat.
Pearl River pianos are now sold in more than 100 countries worldwide. The brand has earned a reputation for good value, for fine quality, for expert craftsmanship and for ecological awareness having earned the ISO 14001 environmental certificate. With the completion of the new state-of-the-art factory in Guangzhou, Pearl River will not only have the world’s largest piano manufacturing facility, but also the most technologically advanced. The company’s ability to control every aspect of the production process has made it possible to produce pianos that are both high-quality and affordable priced. In recognition of that accomplishment, Pearl River has received MMR magazine’s “Acoustic Piano Line of the Year” award for both 2015 and 2016.

GP150 ~ 4’ 11” Classic Baby Grand
Ebony Polish, Mahogany Polish, Walnut Polish, White Polish, HR Ebony Satin, Artisan Walnut, Mahogany Polish-Sapele

GP160 ~ 5’ 3” Classic Medium Grand
Ebony Polish, Mahogany Polish, Walnut Polish, White Polish, HR Ebony Satin, Artisan Walnut, Mahogany Polish-Sapele

GP170 ~ 5’ 7” Parlor Grand Piano
Ebony Polish, Mahogany Polish, Walnut Polish, HR Ebony Satin, Artisan Walnut, Mahogany Polish-Sapele

GP188A ~ 6’ 2’’ Professional Grand Piano
Ebony Polish

EU111PA ~ 43” American Styled
French Provincial
Cherry Satin

EU111PB ~ 43” American Styled
Fluted Round Leg
Walnut Satin

EU111PC ~ 43” American Styled
Square Leg
Mahogany Satin

UP115E ~ 45” Institutional
Ebony Satin, Mahogany Satin

EU110 ~ 43” Leg and Toe
Ebony Polish

EU118S ~ 46.5” Classic Studio Upright
featuring Silver Hardware
Ebony Polish, Mahogany Polish, Walnut Polish

EU122 ~ 48” Professional Upright
Ebony Polish, Mahogany Polish, Walnut Polish, White Polish, Cherry Satin

EU131 ~ 52” Concert Upright
Ebony Polish

GP275 ~ 9’ Concert Grand Piano
Ebony Polish

GP212 ~ 7’ Semi Concert Grand Piano
Ebony Polish

GP225 ~ 6’ Concert Grand Piano
Ebony Polish

EU111S ~ 46” Classic Studio Upright
facing Silver Hardware
Ebony Polish, Mahogany Polish, Walnut Polish, White Polish, Cherry Satin

EU112S ~ 46” Professional Upright
Ebony Polish, Mahogany Polish, Walnut Polish, White Polish, Ebony Satin

EU113S ~ 50” Concert Upright
Ebony Polish

European Craftsmanship
Meets 21st Century Expertise.

The goal at Pearl River is to continually improve and perfect the piano. To that end, Pearl River has not only patented a wide array of technological innovations, but has also sought out the expertise of the world’s most accomplished piano designers. Pearl River’s Quality Control Manager leads an international team of experts who bring both European tradition and cutting-edge technology to the re-engineering and creation of the Pearl River line.

Grand or Upright ~

Every Pearl River piano begins with the finest hardwoods, exceptional design and premium components. Every step in the production process is designed to prove that attention to detail results in outstanding pianos that capture the praise of both technicians and musicians. Pearl River doesn’t compromise on any level. Every piano we build is worthy of our pride.

Pearl River: The World’s Best Selling Piano

Pearl River Grand Pianos

Pearl River Upright Pianos
Pearl River enjoys the advantage of controlling every aspect of piano production and manufacturing—thus passing significant savings on to the consumer. However, the advantage is not just a matter of controlling costs. The result is total quality assurance throughout. From cutting and curing the lumber to the proprietary design of intricate components, Pearl River has refined and in some cases defined the process of building a quality instrument, having patented many creative and state-of-the-art processes.

High Quality, Seasoned Hardwoods
While others often use less costly woods—“select hardwoods”—in their “consumer grade” pianos, Pearl River uses only the best woods for each application in every piano we make. Our Grand Piano rims are made from Walnut, a dense hardwood that allows for our lower tension scale design. Lower tension scale design results in a warmer, richer tone and longer sustain, and is used in the world’s finest pianos. Our bridges and pinblocks are crafted from Rock Maple, our soundboards from close grained, high quality Northern Spruce (100%). High quality woods are critical to high quality musical instruments, and Pearl River’s expertise with quality woods shows in every model bearing our name.

Wet Sand Cast Plates
The plate is a foundation of a piano, the strength that supports the incredible tension placed on the instrument by its strings. Pearl River uses high quality “pig iron” which is melted in foundries and poured in wet sand molds. Some manufacturers only use this method in their most expensive models. We use this method for every piano we make. Wet sand cast plates provide more mass for strength, and do not produce undesirable harmonic feedback like “vacuum processed” plates. Wet sand cast plates are used in the world’s finest pianos.

Vertically Laminated Maple Bridges
The bridge transfers sound from the strings to the soundboard and it is a secret to reach the corners of the soundboard. The convex crown of the soundboard is what produces tone, so the integrity of this bridge will affect the longevity and quality of the sound. Our bridges are vertically laminated layers of maple, and are supported solid maple wood. Vertically laminated bridges provide superior strength and durability, and are found on the world’s finest pianos.

Cut-Thread Tuning Pins
Pearl River pianos use “cut-thread” tuning pins, a superior method to “stamping”, which are found on some of the world’s finest pianos. Cut-thread tuning pins provide more precision and control to the technicians, allowing for a tighter and longer lasting tuning.

Multi-Fly Hard Rock Maple Pinblocks
The quality of a piano pinblock will determine its tuning stability. Pearl River employs the best hard Rock Maple, arranged in layers of alternating grain designs to grip our nickel plated tuning pins firmly and reduction by type. Our quality pinblocks mean that your piano will stay in tune longer.

Multi-Step Finish Process
Our Finish is applied using a process of wet back, multi-stage, and dry back, multi-stage chemical spray application. The result is a finish that is as durable, fade-resistant topcoat.

Total Control from Lumberyard to Final Tuning
Why Pearl River is the World’s Best Selling Piano

Our Company Name
Is Our Brand
Pearl River has become a symbol of quality in the music industry, and a supplier of instruments to many retailers and even other manufacturers, who can depend on us for reliable, high quality, great sounding instruments. While many brands of pianos are now made in factories to their headquarters, Pearl River has for more than 40 years here in the United States engineered every stage of the manufacturing process.

Feel Confident That You’ve Selected the Right Piano
Once you experience the warm tone and vibrant response of a Pearl River piano, you’ll know you’ve made the right decision. But, beyond the sound and feel of the Pearl River piano, remember that your purchase is backed by a company committed to your total satisfaction. Consider these facts:

- Unlike most competitors, we put our Pearl River name on the fallboard so you know exactly who built your piano and who stands behind it.
- Your piano is backed by the world’s largest piano manufacturer with a USA-based service support team and a Factory-10-year Limited Warranty for Parts & Labor.
- Pearl River is committed to protecting your investment with a strong and dedicated North American dealer network.

Why Pearl River is the World’s Best Selling Piano

Quality components, innovative design, expert craftsmanship... Pearl River brings value to perfection.